Ford 460 rebuild manual

What is it about American iron that is all about massive? Chrysler's original Street Hemi had
valve covers that you could rent out as a dance floor. Pontiac's V-8 is a hefty chunk of iron, and
so are the Olds s. Massive 3-inch main bearings and hefty iron heads combined at one time in
the smog era to put out a measly hp. Thank god those days are over. But in classic car crafter
tradition, we see not those inept days past and look instead to the massive amount of power we
could create out of all that iron. Here perhaps is one of the domestic world's overlooked power
gold mines. Yes, it's heavy, and yes, it costs more to build than a small-block Chevyâ€”but then
you already knew that. Think of this as a line drawn in the sand. Are you man enough? We
decided to do more than talk about Ford's big-block and actually build one ourselves. Well,
actually Jim Grubbs Motorsports built it for us because we're inept at time management. The
crew at JGM are true Ford fans, and so we found an enthusiastic partner to point us down the
proper path to Blue Oval power. Think of this as looking at the horsepower world through Ford
blue-tinted glasses. Very heavy glasses. The Lima series engine is one of Ford's most enduring
powerplants. Arriving on the scene in first as the in Lincolns and as the in other big Fords, this
series engine survived until , a year run that is astounding given Ford's proclivity for change.
This veteran engine can also be found in motor home, marine, and even stationary industrial
applications and has been electronically fuel injected since We bought ours for a bit more from
Memory Lane mainly as a complete engine including all the accessories because we were in a
hurry and couldn't take the time to look for a less expensive version. Adopt one and take it
home. The Ford gods will smile on you. The and its cousin are big-bore, short-stroke thumpers.
The employs a 3. This makes increasing displacement on the easy enough. The rod length is 6.
Most production blocks can tolerate overbores to 0. If you're willing to search for a thick-wall
casting, it's possible to go to 0. If massive inches are your plan, there are several stroker crank
options. You can offset-grind the stock 2. Or plug in any one of three Scat cast stroker cranks.
The main journals are massive at 3. Be forewarned that these stroker cranks also generally
require a sizable investment in Mallory metal to balance properly, and that heavy metal will
significantly drive up the total cost of a stroker swap. The stock iron heads are a tease. On the
intake side, the oval-shaped intake offers an attractive cross-sectional area for solid torque and
horsepower potential along with acceptable valve sizes of 2. But just like its small-block
cousins, the exhaust ports are some of the most restrictive we've come across. Exhaust port
flow is so poor that using a big cam will only kill power across the board. The long duration will
hurt low-end torque, while the restricted exhaust ports will choke any chance of making power
at the higher engine speeds. Choosing a decent iron production head is a quest to minimize the
corks. All iron production heads from to were closed chamber and 76cc. These are becoming
increasingly hard to find, and we won't even talk about the iron Cobra Jet and Boss aluminum
castingsâ€”they might as well have been buried with King Tut. In , Ford went to an open 95 to cc
chamber, which should be avoided as the worst of all the iron designs because it has no
quench area and is therefore prone to detonation. You can open up the exhaust ports on a stock
set of heads to improve horsepower potential. But also consider the time and money you will
invest in new valves, guides, a valve job, screw-in studs, guideplates, and purchasing all those
parts. If it's purely a budget approach, this is still roughly half the price of a set of new
Edelbrock heads, for example. On the plus side, you are also going to trim at least 60 pounds
off the nose of your car with the aluminum heads. The iron castings each weigh roughly 73
pounds complete, while the alloy Edelbrocks come in around 42 pounds each. Besides the
Edelbrock castings, there are other heads to choose from, as well. Kaase moved the valves to
unshroud flow and change angles, and this head is especially powerful with
larger-displacement engines like a with a big cam. For more details on these heads, log onto
jonkaaseracingengines. The company offers both track and street versions that are also worth
investigating and are priced competitively with the Edelbrock castings. For a low-rpm torque
twister, the system works well. But for higher engine speeds where the horsepower lives, there
are a couple of things that need addressing. Ford chose to lube the mains through the lifter
galley, which means that the oil must pass through the lifters on its way to the mains and rods.
This path is full of restrictions, which both reduces pressure and aerates the oil. Much like the
Cleveland engines, the solution is to radically increase oil pressure to the tune of 70 psi. The
higher pressure reduces foaming and ensures oil will make it all the way from the front-mounted
oil pump back to the rear main. If oil starvation occurs, the rear main and rods will suffer the
most. JGM also recommends a solid distributor-gear drive pin like an industrial rivet instead of
the hollow roll pin, because the stock pin shears off trying to drive the higher pressures. This
pressure also demands a race-style filter to prevent bursting. Of course, this also means being
very careful when the engine is cold to limit pressure-induced filter explosions when the oil is
more viscous. After dredging a complete out of a '73 Lincoln Continental, we dissected it and
delivered the block, crank, and rods to JGM. To create a solid foundation, we decided to also

invest in a good short-block with a set of Federal-Mogul forged Speed-Pro flat-top pistons in
case we decided to squeeze a little nitrous in the future. These pistons also gave us a
pump-gas-friendly compression ratio when paired with the 95cc-chamber Edelbrock heads.
Grubbs then supplied a set of rebuilt truck rods using ARP bolts to add a measure of durability.
JGM also bored and torque-plate honed the block and oversaw machining our crank down 0.
JGM has built a healthy see the Project dyno chart with completely ported iron production
heads, but Grubbs reports that unless you enjoy a challenge, the effort really doesn't pay off in
terms of the investment versus the ultimate power gain. These heads are intended to use roller
rockers, so we plugged in a set of Harland Sharp 1. This brought us to cam selection, and it just
seemed a good idea to go with Edelbrock's entire Performer RPM package that uses a
streetable flat-tappet hydraulic camshaft see Cam Specs sidebar. JGM then assembled the with
its recommended oiling-system changes and bolted the engine to the dyno. This test was
performed on Grubbs' own SuperFlow engine dyno, but the cell does not leave room for a
complete exhaust system. We also decided to test both Edelbrock hydraulic cams. The
Performer-Plus cam is designed for torque, while the RPM cam offers more duration and lift for
a major horsepower boost. The Performer cam made some awesome torque with lb-ft, but that
same short cam timing only managed hp. This spurred the JGM crew to swap in the larger RPM
cam to which the responded with a pump-gas-fed peak horsepower at a mere 5, rpm while
shaking the floor with lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. Even in a 4,pound car, this is good enough for
low 12s to high 11s depending on the weather and altitude. This motor was incredibly easy to
assemble and required no custom parts. Do it yourself in your garage. Bolt it in your favorite
Ford, and you've got a tire-roaster. The JGM crew also clued us in on a simple valvetrain
adjustment on these engines. Rebuilding one of these Lima engines usually involves removing
the block and the heads. If using one of the tall-deck-height blocks, this could involve milling as
much as 0. Retaining the fulcrum-rocker system with a shorter-deck-height or milled heads
creates excessive lifter preload. Crane makes a kit PN with 0. This minor change accomplishes
two things. It is generally worth improved idle quality and, more important, minimizes the
amount the lifter can "pump up" at higher engine speeds. While this may appear insignificant, a
minimal hydraulic-lifter preload is generally worth power at higher engine speeds. While
researching this story, we found a forum on network Find the search button and type in series
Ford, and you'll get to ford. Its tech forum gives members a chance to ask questions and get
answers on these engines and related big-block Ford information. Check it out. This is our ci
motor built by the JGM crew with 9. Test 1 is using the Performer-Plus Edelbrock cam. Test 2
employed the longer-duration Performer RPM grind. The motor made awesome torque and
respectable horsepower with the smaller cam, but it may be a bit too short for the 9.
Compression down at 8. JGM wasn't satisfied with hp, so they tried a 1-inch open-plenum
spacer and a set of 2-inch headers. Horsepower jumped to , and torque improved everywhere
from 3, rpm on up, peaking at lb-ft at 4, Run a 3. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos.
They're everywhere, making them a simple score for an easy hp from the Ford Duration 0.
Performer-Plus flat-tappet hydraulic. Performer RPM flat-tappet hydraulic. Share on Facebook
Share on Twitter. With the engine out of the car, the time for disassembly has finally arrived.
Once again, proper planning and preparation will make the task go much smoother. Getting
your engine securely bolted to a good quality engine stand in a clean, well-lit area of your
workspace is of the utmost importance. Set up your work area to accommodate the numerous
parts that make up your engine and make sure you have ample containers, tags, etc. Since the
bolt pattern at the back of the crankshaft on Ford engines is asymmetrical, I use a punch to
mark the flywheel, its retaining ring, and the flange of the crankshaft to avoid the painstaking
process of attempting to line up the bolt holes during reassembly. This is the time to closely
examine the teeth on the flywheel, which are engaged by the starter drive, for damage or wear. It
is much easier and far less expensive to replace that damaged flywheel now than after the
engine is back in the car. Note: If for any reason the crankshaft is to be replaced, it should be
noted that series Ford engines use two different-size pilot bearings. Early production
crankshafts feature the large pilot, as found in the FE series engines, while the later versions
match the small-block series engines. In the case of cars equipped with automatic
transmissions, replacing an early crankshaft with a later version, and vice versa, could create a
mismatch with the torque converter. Using an engine stand such as the one pictured will allow
you to rotate the engine as needed and make the tasks of disassembly and assembly much
easier. Note that I have spread a plastic tarp to catch any residual fluids draining from the block
in order to keep my work area clean. It is important to note the routing of all vacuum hoses that
remain connected prior to disassembling the engine. I personally prefer to rely on a clear,
concise photograph as well as a hand-drawn diagram for reference during reassembly. Once
routing has been mapped, the hoses should be removed and carefully examined for damage

and defects caused by age, wear, and exposure to under-hood heat. To remove the distributor,
unbolt the hold-down clamp at the base and rotate the distributor back and forth several times
before attempting to lift it from the block. A good soaking with penetrating oil may be required
along with some leverage. If leverage is required to break the distributor free, take care not to
pry against the vacuum advance mechanism. With the distributor out of the way, the thermostat
housing and thermostat can be removed. Unless you have recently installed a new thermostat,
the one being removed should be discarded to avoid any potential problems. The intake
manifold and water pump are connected via a short bypass hose. After you remove the clamps,
if the hose is stuck in place, a cut from a razor knife will aid greatly in its removal. In this
particular application, the screw-type hose clamps will be replaced with the correct tower
clamps on reassembly. Take the time to carefully examine the condition of the rubber insulators
and attaching hardware, particularly the left driverside mount, which takes most of the torque
during acceleration. The engine mount brackets are attached to the block via three bolts, one of
which cannot be accessed until the insulator has been removed. Engine mount brackets are
marked right and left. The Cobra Jet exhaust manifolds are rare and valuable. Great care needs
to be taken when removing the exhaust manifold bolts from the cylinder heads. A generous
application of penetrating oil and at times the heat from a small torch may be required to extract
these bolts. The areas surrounding the bolt holes should be carefully examined for cracks. If
small cracks are found, a competent welder may be able to repair them and save you some
money. The exhaust manifolds will be treated to a cleaning in the blasting cabinet and then
coated with a commercial ceramic product that will keep them looking new for years. These,
along with the remaining intake manifold bolts, may now be replaced and set aside for
inspection, cleaning, or replacement as necessary. Years of moist debris being allowed to
collect on this intake manifold has caused several of the vertical bolts to deteriorate to a point
where a conventional wrench or socket will no longer grip their heads. Here, after a thorough
soaking with a penetrating product, we utilize a Craftsman Bolt Out socket to remove the
rounded off bolts. Care must be taken to utilize the correct length and strength-rated fasteners
during replacement. Once the bolts have been removed, some persuasion with a small pry bar
will help break the intake loose from the gaskets that seal it to the cylinder heads and block. An
old coffee container now serves as temporary residence for the intake manifold bolts. Properly
labeling and storing your engine hardware will ease the assembly process later. Engines
equipped with the Rochester carburetor have this manifold-mounted thermostatic choke stove.
These parts are extremely rare and need to be removed from the intake and cleaned very
carefully. Automatic and 4-speed equipped Cobra Jet engines use different part number choke
stoves, adding to the rarity of these parts. The D0OE casting number and date code on our
Cobra Jet intake manifold are a bit hard to read after years of neglect, but a future date with the
media blasting cabinet will correct that. This close-up shows the spread-bore design used on
the Cobra Jet intake manifold to accommodate the Rochester 4-barrel carburetor. Some Ford
engines also mounted an Autolite carburetor that required a similar layout. With the intake
manifold removed from the engine you can work at removing external accessories such as the
choke stove, water temperature sender, and vacuum ports prior to cleaning. The Cobra
Jet-specific carburetor will now go off to a professional for rebuilding. Never reinstall a
carburetor that is in any way not up to par on a newly rebuilt engine. Since this engine came
from a specially modified Torino NASCAR pace car, it features a unique fitting at the back of the
block for both a mechanical oil pressure gauge and the standard instrument cluster warning
light. On standard production versions of the Lima series, the oil pressure switch is threaded
directly into the block. Use a socket designed specifically for removing the fragile pressure
switch when loosening it from the brass fitting. The fuel pump is attached to the timing case
cover via two bolts. Once you have removed the pump, check the arm that contacts the
camshaft-driven eccentric for signs of excessive wear and the body of the pump for any signs
of leakage. The water pump on Lima series engines is mounted with 11 bolts be sure to check
them carefully for corrosion and replace as necessary and has a plate that separates it from the
timing cover. Due to its age and high mileage, this pump will be sent out to be rebuilt before the
engine is reassembled. To access the timing cover, you will first have to remove the accessory
drive pulley and vibration damper. Four bolts retain the pulley, and the large bolt with washer in
the center holds the damper to the crankshaft. A breaker bar and some muscle will be required
to break the damper bolt loose. Use a soft mallet to avoid damaging the belt grooves in the
pulley. Do not try to beat the damper off with a hammer! With the puller secured to the damper,
turn the threaded rod clockwise and the damper will slide off its keyway in the crankshaft. Be
sure to examine the key that fits in the groove and keep it in a safe place. You can now unbolt
the timing case cover from the front of the block allowing access to the timing chain and gears.
The cover is cast from aluminum and care should be exercised to avoid damage when breaking

it free from the block. If you have already done so, the oil dipstick needs to be removed before
you attempt to dislodge the cover. The oil slinger flat plate on the snout of the crankshaft can
now slide off over the key. The bottom timing gear is also keyed to the crankshaft and will slide
off once you remove the bolt at the center of the fuel pump eccentric. This, along with a roll pin,
holds the top gear to the camshaft. The presence of an OE-type plastic-toothed top gear and the
amount of free play in this timing chain indicate that this engine has survived many years with
original parts. Chain and gears will be replaced with a matched set, while the fuel pump
eccentric and oil slinger will be cleaned and reused. The Cobra Jet utilizes fulcrum-style rocker
arms that are retained on individual studs in the cylinder heads via locking nuts. Other Lima
series engines have a rail-style rocker arm assembly that bolts directly to the head. If these
parts are to be reused, they need to be kept in correct order. A simple method I use to keep the
rocker arms and fulcrums in order is to string them on a wire coat hanger. Be sure to note the
engine bank right or left and front to back when stringing. The Cobra Jet uses pushrod guide
plates fitted to the cylinder heads via the screw-in studs that mount the rocker arms. Keep track
of the pushrods using a piece of cardboard with 16 holes punched in it to help you. Rolling the
pushrods on a flat, even surface is a simple and proven method for checking straightness.
Accumulated sludge may make it difficult to remove some hydraulic lifters from their bores, but
penetrating oil will help loosen them. The large round casting holes in the block will allow you
to get a finger on them. I have also found that a pair of duckbill pliers to be helpful in removing
stubborn lifters. I have retained an old lifter box as a handy way to keep lifters that may be
reused in their correct order. You should never reuse lifters that have become mixed up and can
no longer be matched to their previously mated camshaft lobe they were removed from. Once
the intake manifold and valvetrain are out of the way, you can remove the cylinder heads. Leave
one of the lower bolts partially threaded into the block while prying the head from its dowels to
avoid having it jump off suddenly. Lima series cylinder heads are heavy! In many cases, once
the cylinder heads are removed, you are able to examine the head gaskets for signs of leakage.
However, in this instance, the original head gaskets came off in pieces after being on the engine
for 38 years. This is also the time to check the top of the cylinders for a ridge created by wear or
built carbon deposits. If your block does have a ridge, use a ridge reaming tool available
through many good auto parts stores to break it down before you attempt to remove the
pistons. To remove the camshaft from the block, pry it forward slightly through one of the lifter
bores and then grasp the front bearing journal and slide it out carefully, feeding each journal
through the successive cam bearing in the block. If you intend to reuse the camshaft, you
should first determine it to be a viable candidate. Bearing surfaces and lobes need to be
examined for signs of wear or damage. It is obvious from the scoring on the lobes that this cam
has seen better days and will need to be replaced. A peek inside this pan reveals the standard
Cobra Jet baffle and not too much foreign material. The oil pump is held to the block by two
bolts that are best accessed with a boxwrench. With the bolts out, drop the pump straight down,
as the drive rod will remain in place and needs to clear the lower end of the block. Also be
aware that some residual oil will remain in the pump and needs to be drained off. Looking at the
oil passage and oil pump mating surface of the block reveals the small size and sharp edges of
the opening. This passage will be enlarged and chamfered to aid lubrication. First check to
make sure that each connecting rod and cap were stamped with numbers at the factory. The
number on the rod and cap should correspond with the number of the cylinder in which they are
installed. I prefer rotating the engine to 45 degrees and then aligning the crankshaft to remove
the first rod and piston assembly. You can use a specialized crank rotator socket such as the
one pictured here to rotate the crankshaft. These are available from many performance parts
outlets. The tried and proven method for rotating the crank without special tools is to thread two
old flywheel bolts into the flange at the back of the crank as shown and use a suitable prying
tool as a lever. With the cap removed, slide bolt protectors such as those in this photo two cut
lengths of fuel hose will suffice onto the exposed connecting rod bolts to protect the crankshaft
from damage as you remove the rod and piston. The pistons removed from this engine leave
little doubt as to which application they were intended for. Note that they are also marked
according to which bank they were to be installed. These high-mileage pistons will be replaced
with new pistons to take advantage of the technological advances made over the decades since
this ci was first assembled. I prefer to use the time-honored wooden hammer handle method to
push the connecting rod and piston up out of the bore. Pushing against the pin boss flat, thick
surface of this piston will provide the most leverage, and the wooden handle of the hammer will
not damage the exposed crankshaft journal. Be sure to mate the previously removed
connecting rod and cap. A good method for arranging your rods and pistons is to use a plastic
2-liter soda bottle carrier. See if you can pick up a free carrier at your local convenience store or
supermarket. Check the crankshaft alignment before attempting to remove the next rod and

piston. There is very little doubt as to the application this piston was designed for and also
which engine bank it fit into. Lima series engines, with the exception of the Super Cobra Jet,
came equipped with cast aluminum pistons. Note that the main bearing caps are numbered and
have a directional arrow cast in. The cap is to be installed with the arrow pointing toward the
front of the block. If, for any reason, your main caps are not already marked, you should do so
before you remove them. Once the bolts are broken free, they should almost thread out by
hand. The main bearing caps must fit snugly into their registers in the block for good reason
and will probably need to be tapped from each side to loosen them for removal. I prefer a plastic
mallet over other means to tap the caps loose. Be aware that engine series crankshaft forgings
are by no means lightweight. With the crankshaft removed and the top portion of the main
bearing inserts still in their saddles, you can see the mismatch between the oil passage in the
block and the bearing. Remove the freeze plugs and all other core plugs from the block in order
for it to be thoroughly cleaned. To remove the freeze plugs from the block, use a hammer and
punch to strike one outside edge to rotate the plug in its bore and then grab it with a pair of
water pump pliers to pull it out. Striking the plug in the center may merely punch a hole in it or
force it into the water jacket, making it even harder to remove. Note that the Lima series engines
utilize two distinctly different threaded plugs. A standard hex wrench will most likely not be
sufficient to remove these plugs and in some cases you have to apply heat in order to loosen
them. In worst-case scenarios, some threaded core plugs may have to drilled in order to get
them out. I prefer to use drill bits in graduated sizes until the plug can be collapsed and
removed easily. Be sure to remove the threaded plug from the oil passage at the front of the
block next to the camshaft gallery. The cylinder heads are now ready for disassembly, cleaning,
inspection, and machine work. There are no obvious burnt valves or other apparent issues. A
pneumatic valvespring compressor compresses the valvespring to remove the keepers. This
allows the valve to be removed from the head. Here is an example of an economy mechanical
valvespring compressor often found in the home shop. While this type of compressor is more
time consuming than other types, particularly the pneumatic style, it gets the job done. This is
also a good time to replace any damaged, stripped, or overly rusted nuts and bolts, taking care
to obtain fasteners with the exact thread pitch, dimensions, and hardness ratings where
applicable. Have your still or video camera handy to provide a record of how things came apart
and you will find them much easier to reassemble later on. Written by Charles R. If you liked this
article you will LOVE the full book. Click the button below and we will send you an exclusive
deal on this book. Step Remove Distributor It is important to note the routing of all vacuum
hoses that remain connected prior to disassembling the engine. Step Remove Bypass Hose The
intake manifold and water pump are connected via a short bypass hose. Step Detach Engine
Mount Brackets The engine mount brackets are attached to the block via three bolts, one of
which cannot be accessed until the insulator has been removed. Step Remove Stubborn Bolts
Special Tool Years of moist debris being allowed to collect on this intake manifold has caused
several of the vertical bolts to deteriorate to a point where a conventional wrench or socket will
no longer grip their heads. Step Store Manifold Bolts An old coffee container now serves as
temporary residence for the intake manifold bolts. Step Handle Rare Parts with Care Engines
equipped with the Rochester carburetor have this manifold-mounted thermostatic choke stove.
Step Note Casting Number The D0OE casting number and date code on our Cobra Jet intake
manifold are a bit hard to read after years of neglect, but a future date with the media blasting
cabinet will correct that. Step Rebuild Carburetor The Cobra Jet-specific carburetor will now go
off to a professional for rebuilding. Step Note Location of Oil Pressure Switch Since this engine
came from a specially modified Torino NASCAR pace car, it features a unique fitting at the back
of the block for both a mechanical oil pressure gauge and the standard instrument cluster
warning light. Step Remove Oil Pressure Switch Special Tool Use a socket designed specifically
for removing the fragile pressure switch when loosening it from the brass fitting. Step Remove
Fuel Pump The fuel pump is attached to the timing case cover via two bolts. Step Remove Water
Pump The water pump on Lima series engines is mounted with 11 bolts be sure to check them
carefully for corrosion and replace as necessary and has a plate that separates it from the
timing cover. Step Loosen Damper Bolt To access the timing cover, you will fir
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st have to remove the accessory drive pulley and vibration damper. Step Remove Damper With
the puller secured to the damper, turn the threaded rod clockwise and the damper will slide off
its keyway in the crankshaft. Step Remove Timing Cover You can now unbolt the timing case
cover from the front of the block allowing access to the timing chain and gears. Step Remove

Oil Slinger and Bottom Timing Gear The oil slinger flat plate on the snout of the crankshaft can
now slide off over the key. Step Remove Timing Chain The presence of an OE-type
plastic-toothed top gear and the amount of free play in this timing chain indicate that this
engine has survived many years with original parts. Step Remove Rocker Arms The Cobra Jet
utilizes fulcrum-style rocker arms that are retained on individual studs in the cylinder heads via
locking nuts. Step Store Rocker Arms Professional Mechanic Tip A simple method I use to keep
the rocker arms and fulcrums in order is to string them on a wire coat hanger.

